The ART of reproducing difference

Discussing (in)equality in the context of reproductive travel

29th of October 2015

keynote lectures

16.30
Charlotte Krolokke (Univ. of Southern Denmark):
The ART of holidaying. Reproducing (in)equality in globalized egg donation

Michal Nahman (Univ. of the West of England):
Assisting what? Thinking through inequalities in global reproduction

19.30
Apéro riche, by Carotte Noir

20.30
„Ma Na Sapna – A Mother’s Dream“
86', CH 2013, OV with engl. sub.

in the presence of film-maker Valerie Gudenus

Ma Na Sapna - A Mother’s Dream follows six women and their surrogate broker through different stages of surrogacy in a clinic in the Northwest of India. It explores the women’s hopes, the joys and conflicts they experience while living together and the inevitable moment of having to give up the newborn child. Ma Na Sapna is a subtle portrait of six mothers on their surrogate journey, giving them a voice that otherwise remains unheard. (www.manasapna.com)

for more information visit: www.anthro.unibe.ch > „aktuelles“